41 High Street
Pittenweem
Fife KY10 2PG
01333 312567
funkyscottish@gmail.com
www.funkyscottish.com
Firstly, a few bits of essential information please:
Please call me:
(Name)

The best numbers to
get me on are:

And my email is:
I live at:

But I’d like the piece
sent to:

I need the piece by:

I found you here:
(eg web, advert etc)

OK, let’s design your piece…
I’d like….. (tick, delete, cross out – you choose!)
A plate
A bowl
Large (31cm/12.5”)
Large (33cm/13”)
Medium (21cm/8.5”)
Small (15cm/6”)
Small (15cm/6”)
On the front:

Tiles (how many?)
Large (15cm/6”)
Small (10cm/4”)

On the back (tiles don’t have backs!):

Notes:

PTO for ‘the fine print’!
For office use:
Order received:
Price:

Other (eg pitcher, mug)

Dispatched:
Deposit:

41 High Street
Pittenweem
Fife KY10 2PG
01333 312567
funkyscottish@gmail.com
www.funkyscottish.com

The Fine Print
Your piece is a one-off, it is not made in a huge factory somewhere but in a little workshop in Scotland. It will be
hand painted and hand finished, fired at least twice and packed and despatched with extreme care. We want to
work WITH you to make sure you are completely satisfied (and utterly chuffed) with the end result.
1. We work from photographs. You and those close to you are all unique, just like your Funky Scottish piece
will be. Whilst we don’t claim to produce perfect portraits, we really need a photograph (or two) to work
from. Please make sure that you have included a photo of the person, or people, you’d like on your piece.
2. Baby Sets, Birth commemoratives etc: OK, we know that a photo is not always possible for those new to
the world, but everything you can tell us about the new wee one is very helpful.
3. The more you have on a piece, the more expensive it will be: this is why we don’t set a price until we’ve
confirmed the design with you. As a guide…
Plates:
Large from £75
Medium from £60
Small from £40
Baby sets: small bowl and
plate from £60

Bowls:
Large from £80
Small from £30

Tiles :
Large from £12 each
Small from £6 each
Ask about ‘picture sets’

Others:
Pitchers from £50
Mugs from £12

Unusual shapes: eg
hexagon, wave plate etc
from £40

4. Quality takes time. We need at least 3 weeks from confirmation of order (and deposit) to delivery date.
This gives us plenty of time to allow for any mishaps in firing etc .. If your item is a gift with a set date (eg a
Birthday), be sure to give yourself ‘wrapping time’ too when setting the required delivery date.
5. Once a design is agreed, a change of mind will incur a charge. This includes additions, size changes, spelling
mistakes, different dates etc. We will try to keep any charge to a minimum but if a completely new item
needs to be made, you will be liable for the full cost of this. So, please make sure you have all the details
right before agreeing the design.

How to pay for your Funky Scottish Piece:
In the shop:

We accept cash, cheques and credit/debit cards

Further afield: We accept cheques and PayPal (point your PayPal account to pay: funkyscottish@googlemail.com)

Thank you.
Funky Scottish 2011
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Deposit:

